ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
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2. EE 2740 Digital Logic
3. MATH 2057 Calculus III
4. EE 3150 Probability
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EE Breadth: Students must choose at least 18 hours of Breadth Electives. At least 9 hours must be chosen from courses marked with *. Breadth Electives include: 3160* Digital Signal Processing 3001* Electronics 2 with Lab 3220 Solid State Devices 3410* Electric Power 3530* Control Engineering 3752* Microprocessors 3755 Data Structures and Obj. Oriented Programming

**Flowchart Legend**

- Credit required
- Credit or registration required

**General Education**

See 2014-2015 General Catalog

**Division of ECE Office**

3101 Patrick F Taylor

**A prerequisite to any electrical engineering course is met only by obtaining a "C" or better in each course cited as a pre-requisite.**

**Students can take PHIL 2020 if PHIL 2018 is not available.**
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